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Industry News

Louvre and Orange Tiger Hospitality 
launch Kyriad brand in India  
Louvre Hotels Group has introduced Kyriad brand in India and  
has announced an ambitious plan for expansion. Under the  
terms of the agreement with the Indian operator, as of 2018, 
Orange Tiger will be operating 15 hotels by the end of this 
financial year and then, at least 10 new hotels will open every 
year. The scope of the agreement stretches beyond India to 
Nepal, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, Bhutan, the Maldives, Pakistan, 
and Mauritius. Building on its extensive Indian presence,  
Louvre Hotels is consolidating its leadership in the heart of  
a rapidly growing market.

Tencent & Shangri-La Group  
announce partnership
Tencent and Shangri-La Group have entered a strategic partnership 
focused on developing and deploying smart hotel solutions to power 
the transformation of hotel operations and services for Shangri-La, with 
more collaborations in the future. By leveraging Tencent’s strength in 
technology and connectivity, and by incorporating Shangri-La’s hotel 
experience and business resources, the partnership will help drive 
technology innovation and business transformation of traditional industry 
models and enhance service quality and guest experience.

Hyatt Hotels to expand with acquisition  
of Two Roads Hospitality
Hyatt Hotels has completed the previously-announced acquisition of Two Roads Hospitality, an international 
lifestyle hotel management company with a unique collection of distinctive brands, properties, and a robust 
development pipeline around the globe. Through the addition of Two Roads, its established lifestyle brands and 
the management agreements for the majority of its 85 properties in eight countries, Hyatt will expand its brand 
presence into 23 new markets while enhancing its offerings in lifestyle hotel experiences and well-being. 

Jin Jiang acquires 
Radisson Hospitality
A consortium led by Jin Jiang 
International has completed the 
acquisition of Radisson Hospitality. 
John M Kidd, CEO & COO, Radisson 
Hospitality, said, “This mark is yet 
another incredible milestone in our 

company’s history and one that I’m 
confident will elevate Radisson Hotel 
Group to a new level of strength. We 
are now owned by the fifth largest hotel 
company in the world. Jin Jiang’s loyalty 
programme encompasses more than 
100 million members. This provides 
several new opportunities for Radisson.”

Partnerships & Consolidations
Browse through some of the important consolidations, acquisitions, and partnerships that have taken place  
in the global hospitality space in the past few weeks! 

Roohi Hospitality and  
Staarbridge announce JV
Roohi Hospitality Group and Staarbridge International Hotel Management 
(SIHM) have announced a joint venture and strategic alliance for a master 
franchise in India to launch, operate, and manage seven international 
hotel brands which will include Seven Seas Luxury & Glamorous Five Star 
Luxury Hotels and Resorts; Star Gates Four Star City Hotels & Resorts; 
Star Lights Hotels & Resorts; Nova Boutiques Villas, Hotels and Resorts; 
Fairylands Green Luxury Hotels & Resorts; Sunny Lion and Sky House. 
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Industry News

Recent Openings
We bring to you a brief look at recent hotel openings in India’s hospitality market. Browse 
through the section to get an understanding of new and existing markets that hold good potential.

IHG THE FERN HOTELS & RESORTS

RADISSON HOTEL GROUP

ITC

HILTON

Holiday Inn Express Chennai OMR 
Thoraipakkam
IHG has announced the opening of Holiday Inn Express Chennai OMR 
Thoraipakkam, a 149-key property located within a 40-minute drive from 
Chennai’s international airport and in proximity to major tourist attractions 
such as ISKCON Chennai and Pallikaranai Marshland.  

Holiday Inn Express Bengaluru 
Whitefield ITPL
Holiday Inn Express Bengaluru Whitefield ITPL is the second Holiday Inn 
Express hotel to open its doors under the IHG-SAMHI partnership. With 
161 rooms, it is set in the heart of Whitefield, the IT hub of Bengaluru, 
and located in proximity to shopping malls and hospitals. 

Holiday Inn Udaipur Urban Square
IHG has signed a management agreement with Bhumika Enterprises  
for Holiday Inn Udaipur Urban Square, a 195-room property which will  
be the first Holiday Inn hotel in the city. It is expected to be operational  
by 2022. 

The Fern Residency, Parbhani
The Fern Hotels & Resorts has announced the opening of The Fern 
Residency, Parbhani, Maharashtra. It is a 35-room, midscale property best 
suited for the needs of the business traveller. The hotel also boasts of a 
swimming pool and various banqueting options. 

The Fern Leo Beach Resort, Madhavpur  
The Fern Leo Beach Resort, Madhavpur, Gujarat, is the only beach resort 
at Madhavpur Beach. It offers 10 cottages with the highest level of 
comfort and chic interiors. The live food court is an open air, beachside 
space for guests to relax and unwind.

Radisson RED Hotel to open in Noida
Radisson Hotel Group has signed on management rights for a new 
Radisson RED hotel in Noida. With 350 keys, the project will house a retail 
mall, 800 luxurious studio apartments, as well as F&B and commercial 
space. The project is a forward-thinking blend of products and services 
that will amalgamate into a lifestyle statement. 

ITC Grand’s Goa resort is now open
ITC Hotels has announced the opening of ITC Grand Goa, a Luxury 
Collection Resort & Spa, formerly known as the Park Hyatt Goa Resort & 
Spa, on Arossim beach in Cansaulim, South Goa. The 252-key beachside, 
village-styled resort is a 30-minute drive from Goa International Airport.  
Its rooms and suites feature private outdoor spaces in the form of a 
balcony or patio. 

DoubleTree by 
Hilton Goa 
Hilton has launched 
DoubleTree by Hilton 
Goa – Panaji, a 160-room 
property that features 
environmentally friendly 
smart lighting equipped  
with motion sensors. 

MARRIOTT

Courtyard by Marriott Madurai 
Marriott International has launched Courtyard by Marriott Madurai, 
making it the first Marriott International property in the city. This hotel 
features 86 guest rooms and 13,800 sqft of banquet space, catering 
to an array of corporate events, meetings, and weddings. 

Sheraton Grand Bengaluru Whitefield 
Hotel & Convention Centre
Sheraton Grand Bengaluru Whitefield Hotel & Convention Centre 
has launched the largest convention centre in a five-star hotel. The 
convention centre can host a meeting of up to 2000 people spread 
over 2602 sqm, and structured with a ceiling height of 50 feet. The 
convention centre has been integrated with ultra-modern AV facilities.
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Venture

The new HVS Ana‘Rock’?
Mandeep Lamba has taken over as the President of HVS ANAROCK South Asia. He discusses about his new job 
role, how he is planning to grow the brand in India, and how different the new association is from the previous one! 

How different is the new association 
from the previous one? 
In terms of structure, it’s a JV, but of course, 
both the partners are extremely strong. ANAROCK 
is a substantial real estate consulting company 
and HVS is a global leader. 

So, with the two companies coming together, there 
couldn’t be a better merger of opportunities in the 
real estate and the hospitality sector, and that’s why 
it’s going to be different from the previous venture. 
The strength of the two companies merged together 
is going to be substantial. 

The earlier joint venture was between HVS and an 
individual in his own capacity. This one from that 
perspective makes it look very different because 
both the companies are extremely solid in their 
own space. 

Tell us about your new role at 
HVS ANAROCK. 
I have taken over as the President of HVS ANAROCK 
(South Asia). ANAROCK Property Consultants has 
recently partnered with HVS, and as a new business 
vertical of the ANAROCK Group, HVS ANAROCK will 
focus on brokerage, feasibility studies, operator 
searches, appraisals, executive search, and other 
hospitality consulting services throughout South Asia. 
My new role is to take over, help build, and grow 
what has already been an iconic brand in India. 

Also, my role is like any other CEO who leads a 
company - grow the brand in India. HVS is 
well-known in the country and has one of the best 
equities in terms of its branding. 

ANAROCK is relatively new in the real estate 
consulting and advisory space, but has had a 
substantial growth story in the last two years. Its 
listed among the top 50 real estate companies in 
India. My job is to bring together the strength of both 
these companies and take HVS to a much higher 
level and become the undisputed leader in the 
hospitality consulting world. 

Anupriya Bishnoi

My job is to bring together the strength of both these 
companies and take HVS to a much higher level”
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How different will Hotelivate’s functioning 
be from what it was under the HVS banner?
Hotelivate is a new-age hospitality consulting firm 
with a focused, empathetic, and innovative approach. 
What sets us apart from other consulting firms 
operating in the region, including HVS, is that we offer 
lifecycle consulting – advising the client right from the 
inception of a project to its opening, and eventually its 
divestment. It eliminates the need for several different 
advisors, with a single firm serving as a one-stop shop 
for all of the client’s needs concerning that project. 
Presently, there is no ‘dedicated’ hospitality firm offering 
lifecycle consulting in this part of the world.

Additionally, our solutions are tailored to the needs of 
our diverse set of clients as against offering template-
driven, cookie-cutter outcomes. Our proprietary models 
for analyses are dynamic and take into consideration 
the several local factors that influence investment 
decisions. We have also embraced technology with 
both hands for internal efficiencies as well as to provide 
better insights to our clients.

What advantages does operating under  
a new name offer? 
A new name marks the beginning of a new journey 
with endless possibilities and exciting opportunities. 
I have a fantastic team with rich industry experience 
and an enviable entrepreneurship spirit. Together, we 
remain committed to excellence and are focused on 
building a firm that has a forward-looking approach to 
consulting, offering customised and pertinent solutions. 
While we are not afraid to change with the times and 
challenge existing paradigms, we do not undermine the 
importance of traditional consulting frameworks. Thus, 
Hotelivate has the agility of a start-up with the delivery 
mechanism of a stalwart! 

In terms of marketing, our work speaks for itself. 
We have high client retention and were fortunate to 
have their patronage as we launched Hotelivate. Our 
referral business from existing and past clients as 
well as our alumni is extremely strong, which stands 
as a testament to the quality of our deliverables and 
healthy client relationships. Having said that, we are 
not complacent and do recognise the need to promote 
our services. We are doing this by publishing articles on 
numerous hospitality topics periodically, positioning us 
as knowledge leaders in the region. In addition, we are 
engaging actively on social media and improving our 
online presence. 

What kind of hospitality trends do  
you foresee for 2019?
The hospitality industry is evolving both in  
India and globally. I think, one of the biggest 
shifts that has been observed post the Marriott 
and Starwood merger is that there is a lot of 
consolidation happening. 

I see this going forward as a trend globally.  
More and more mergers and takeovers are  
going to happen. 

In India, I see renewed interest from global  
investors coming into India, as the performance  
of this sector has shown consistent improvement 
and there’s enough reason to believe that we  
are heading towards a bull run. So, we are  
going to see increase in investment opportunities  
coming to India. 

Also, we are going to see increased  
transaction space getting occupied over the  
next couple of years and of course, we are  
going to see lots of new entries coming in terms  
of new players and investment in the boutique  
luxury sector. 

How Hotelivate was born
Earlier this year, when Hospitality Talk spoke to Manav Thadani, now the Founder Chairman of Hotelivate,  
he had parted ways with HVS. We get you an insight into the new brand that was formed as an outcome. 

What sets us apart from other consulting �rms,  
including HVS, is that we offer lifecycle consulting”

WHAT IS ANAROCK ALL ABOUT?
Anuj Puri  
Chairman, ANAROCK 
Property Consultants

ANAROCK Property 
Consultants has partnered 
with HVS and as a new 
business vertical of the 
ANAROCK Group, HVS 
ANAROCK will focus on 
brokerage feasibility 
studies, operator searches, appraisals, executive 
search and other hospitality sector consulting 
and advisory services throughout South Asia. HVS 
ANAROCK is targeting a concentric outward growth 
into the hottest South Asian markets from here. 
HVS India has had more than two decades of 
exposure in the country, and ANAROCK is India’s 
fastest-growing full-deck real estate services 
company. By partnering with ANAROCK, HVS will 
leverage ANAROCK’s proprietary real estate funding 
platform to increase HVS India’s revenues by up to 
75 per cent over the next two years.

Venture
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International News12 Interview

Where the 
‘Wynd’ blows

Ignace Bauwens will be leading Wyndham hotel group’s growth across Middle East, Eurasia, and Africa. 
He speaks of his plans for the Indian market and what it’s like to debut as an independent public company. 

Tell us about Wyndham’s debut as an 
independent public company. 
Wyndham Hotels & Resorts has announced the 
completion of its spin-off from Wyndham Worldwide, 
which has been renamed Wyndham Destinations. 
Wyndham Hotels & Resorts is the world’s largest hotel 
franchisor and a leading provider of hotel management 
services, with a portfolio of 20 well-recognised lodging 
brands and nearly 9,000 franchised hotels in more 
than 80 countries. There is still a connection because 
what we do relates to what we call a blue thread, which 
has our loyalty programme - Wyndham Rewards. You 

can redeem these points anywhere, so, with Wyndham 
Destinations, we still have this connection. 

What are Wyndham’s plans for the 
Indian market?
Wyndham Hotels & Resorts has 3400 rooms in India. 
Our pipeline is of 70 hotels in the next three to five 
years for Eurasia; we will double the number of rooms. 
That’s how confident we are in the region. We have four 
brands that are active in the region - Ramada, Ramada 
Encore, Howard Johnson, and Days. We are looking 
for sites to develop 20 Hawthorn Suites by Wyndham 
properties for Eurasia, but mainly India. If you look at 
India as a market and its evolution, the middle class is 
travelling more. What we need is more midscale hotels 
of quality. That’s why I strongly believe that the brand 
that will be successful in India will be Wyndham Garden. 
This brand has the potential for growth in this market. 
We are still in discussions; the product is very specific, 
so we are looking for the right location.  

Are you targeting Tier-II and/or III cities 
as well?
We are absolutely looking into these cities. In our 
pipeline of 4900 rooms over the next couple of years, 

Anupriya Bishnoi
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there are quite a lot of Tier-II and III cities. These cities 
have become more important than before. India is 
such a huge market and the majority is domestically 
driven. Where you have 8.89 million foreign arrivals, 
you also have 1.6 billion domestic arrivals. That is why 
this market is important to us. Having said that, for us, 
every market is important. Our duty is to look at growth 
opportunities all the time. The massive growth this 
country is going to witness in its GDP in the next 10 
years automatically makes Wyndham want to be a key 
player in it. 

How does your loyalty programme work?
Over the years, we have been praised for the simplicity 
of our loyalty programmes. During a stay in any of our 
brands, you earn a minimum of 1000 points or 10 
points for every dollar spent. To redeem, you need 
to have 15,000 points. In total, we have 58 million 

members. We have also launched Wyndham Rewards’ 
best available rate discounts. People who have 
Wyndham Rewards can now get the best available rate. 
Also, you can redeem your points at apartments and 
vacation homes and not just hotels. 

How important is technology  
for Wyndham?
Two and a half years ago, our global CEO took  
the decision that we will be one of the first groups  
to move our central reservation system to a  
cloud-based operation. We are the first hotel  
company to have done this. This is how important 
technology is for us. 

Also, the world is moving towards mobiles; if you  
look at the booking pattern of our guests, they now 
book through their phone, they don’t sit behind their 
laptop anymore. Hence, we have everything cloud 
based to make sure our patrons can enjoy  
the seamless service.  

How challenging is the Indian hospitality 
market in your opinion?
India is a growing and healthy market and has a lot 
of potential, that’s why we are doubling our portfolio 
in the next few years. India, for me, is more of an 
opportunity than a challenge. 

THE UPGRADED RAMADA ENCORE
Wyndham Hotels & Resorts has unveiled an 
exciting new direction for the Ramada Encore by 
Wyndham brand globally. This new identity includes 
a redesigned and reimagined logo, and prototype 
designs for guest rooms and common spaces. 
The multicoloured ‘E’ mark has been designed 
to reflect continual movement through the 
rotation of the letter, symbolising ‘to return’ – the 
definition of the word encore. The new prototype 
designs for public areas and guest rooms evoke a 
spirit of the modern traveller, with well-designed 
accommodation that is fused with completely 
reimagined multi-functional common areas where 
guests can eat, drink, work, and connect.
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Cover Story

Whizzing 
past

2018
Each year brings with it 
a wave of opportunities 
and disappointments. 
Industry spokespersons 
believe that 2018 has set 
the pace for growth for 
the coming year, with 
occupancies and ARRs 
expected to rise. We 
bring to you their point 
of view on what drives 
this growth.

F
   oreign tourist 
arrivals in India 
are expected to 
reach 20 million 
by 2020, a 
benchmark that 

mirrors the sizeable growth 
of India’s hospitality industry. 
With an influx of leading global 
hospitality chains and a surging 
segment of home-grown brands, 
the country is well-equipped to 
cater to travellers of all kinds. 

HT Bureau
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A promising 2019 
As of now, 2019 looks promising 
as the economy is being stabilised 
and the GDP for the year is quite 
close to the projected GDP. This 
is an indication of a good year 
economically. Considering various 
factors, it is expected that ARR and 
occupancies will rise, both expected 

to increase from four to eight per cent 
based on geographical locations.

Industries to fare well 
The South Indian market is poised  
for a steady growth in the coming 
year with a number of large-
scale projects to be launched. 
Infrastructure, pharmaceuticals, 
hospitality, and other service-oriented 
industries are expected to fare well 
in 2019. Tourism will surely get a 
boost with betterment of the Indian 
economy and there may also be 
relaxation in norms, it being a year  
of elections. 

Pushing for direct bookings 
The hotel adopts various measures to 
encourage direct bookings, including 
conversion of bookings materialised 
through OTAs, an efficient reservation 
system with ease of accessibility, and 
direct marketing.

ADR to rise, but marginally
The impact of demonetisation and 
GST was felt during 2017-18. The 
hospitality industry is now recovering 
from it and has started to gain lost 
ground. There could be a marginal 
increase in ADR between four and 
five per cent, while some hotels 
would play it safe and could stick 
to a no-ADR-growth policy. We feel 
that our hotel can achieve a four to 
five per cent growth in ADR, while 

occupancy is expected to grow 
between seven and eight per cent.

Tech to take centre stage 
By the year 2020, the traveller 
will be highly sophisticated and 
technology-driven, with a strong 
expectation of superior service 
levels. The use of mobiles and 
digitalisation would be even more 
advanced and human interaction is 
bound to decrease year-on-year. 

We would thereby ensure necessary 
steps are taken to attract bookings 
directly from our website. Making 
the website more interactive with 
deals being offered that are better 
than those being provided by OTAs 
will be an initiative in this direction. 
An easy booking mechanism with 
no hidden cost and 100 per cent 
refund management in case of 
cancellation would be a huge  
boost for conversion. We are also 
looking to making the hotel’s 
website mobile-friendly for 
convenient transactions. 

ARR, not occupancy, to rise 
We are expecting a five to  
seven per cent increase in ARRs, 
while occupancy may remain at  
the same level as it was this year. 

The occupancy stagnation is  
primarily due to the sports  

segment as they seem to  
have moved away from the city.

Value add-ons, game changers
South India is a very competitive 
market in terms of pricing. Value 
add-ons to the rate will be expected 
by corporate travellers in the 
coming year. The online segment 
will continue to lead and will see a 
double-digit growth over 2018.

World of Hyatt builds base
Our global loyalty programme, World 
of Hyatt, continues to attract  
more and more guests to book 
directly through us. Other benefits 
include special offers for members, 
which entice our guests to book 
through us.

RAHUL KANUNGO
General Manager
The Fern Hotel, Belagavi

AKASH GUPTA
General Manager
Gokulam Grand Hotel and Spa

TARUN SETH
General Manager
Hyatt Regency Chennai

The online segment will continue to lead 
and see a double-digit growth over 2018”
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Steady growth expected 
With more international brands 
entering the market in 2019, 
competition will only get bigger 
and better. We have achieved a 
steady growth in 2018; from April 
to September, we attained a growth 
of 10 per cent in occupancy, seven 
per cent in ARR, and 21 per cent in 
total revenue against the same period 
last year. If this trend continues, we 
can expect a significant growth in 
2019 and I believe that our ARR and 
occupancy will also go up.

Serving millennials
Nowadays, in South India or perhaps 
anywhere in the world, guests are 
very clear about their choices. 
Almost 50 per cent of travellers are 
millennials who travel often, so hotels 
try to please them through easy 
check-in and check-out facilities, as 
well as gourmet dining experiences 

at reasonable prices. In return, 
millennials promote the business 
on social media through websites/
Apps such as TripAdvisor and Zomato. 
Hotels also need to ensure that their 
offerings are up to date and user-
friendly, supporting tech-savvy guests 
who are comfortable using Apps or 
mobile websites.

Eco-friendly practices are also 
becoming a trend and we encourage 
our guests to participate actively.

Ideal for corporates
Given the booming technology scene 
in Bengaluru, it is one of the world’s 
most dynamic cities with exceptional 
economic growth and strong business 
activity. It is also very buoyant as  
a market and additionally, the 
constant rise in number of business 
travellers visiting the city has led to 
the hospitality sector progressing at  
a very fast pace. 

Sheraton Grand, being conveniently 
located in the heart of Bengaluru’s IT 
hub, caters essentially to corporate 
travellers who mix business and 
leisure with ease.

Maintaining Gross  
Operating Profit
One of the biggest challenges  
we faced was ensuring Gross 
Operating Profit in the first month  
after the launch. Being the city’s 
largest premium meeting and 
conference destination, generating 
MiCE business within a short time 
frame was difficult and we had to 
monitor the Gross Operating Profit.

Not much of a change
We accomplished a marginal growth 
in terms of ARR in 2018. With the 
GST implementation there were 
some initial hiccups, but now there 
is a certain level of stability in the 
market. There has been slight growth 
in occupancy levels, but overall, 
the trends have been the same as 
compared to last year.

ARR growth sacrificed
For a better RevPAR, we had to drive 
the occupancy of the hotel, but 
ARR growth had to be sacrificed. In 
order to overcome the challenge, 
we introduced multiple seasonal 
packages, explored collaborations with 
travel partners, and increased new 
business segments amongst other 
numerous measures initiated.

ARR and occupancy may suffer
We have had a very healthy 2018 
so far and are looking at an increase 
in ARR with occupancy levels being 
stable at approximately 80 per cent 
throughout the year. However, with 
an increase in supply of rooms, 
we expect the next year to see 
pressures on ARRs and occupancy.

Industrial growth to benefit
The three southern states of 

Karnataka, Telangana, and  
Kerala are collectively known for  
IT, infrastructure, defense, and 
leisure travel among other  
revenue-generating avenues. 

With the upcoming technology 
parks in these states, investment 
is expected to increase with new 
growth in business opportunities. 
This will have a positive impact on 
the hospitality sector.

All for the customer
At Marriott International, investment 
in direct business channels is a  
key focus area. The initiatives are 
taken at the Asia Pacific level to 
promote and incentivise benefits 
towards end customers, along with 
a look-no-further policy to give our 
loyal customers real benefits in 
order to remove multiple layers of 
booking channels.

ARINDAM SARKAR
General Manager
The Fern Residency, Yeshwanthpur

FAIZ ALAM ANSARI
General Manager
Sheraton Grand Bengaluru White�eld Hotel and Convention Center

CHITRA AWASTHI
Director of Sales & Marketing
JW Marriott Mussoorie Walnut Grove Resort & Spa

REUBEN KATARIA
General Manager
JW Marriott Hotel Bengaluru

Constant rise in number of business 
travellers has led to progress of the sector”
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2019 to be even better
This year, we hosted multiple  
key events in the city. In addition,  
a focus on MiCE, weddings, 
corporates, and FITs also enabled 
us to maintain good occupancy 
throughout the year. 

We are all geared up for 2019 
with a refurbished look and a fresh 
experience for our guests. Increased 
MiCE and business travel, rise in 
global events and international 
associations, and growth of start-ups 
is only going to add to the demand. 
We expect that we will achieve at 

least a seven to 10 per cent increase 
in growth over this year and with 
the current progression and some 
prominent events in the pipeline, we 
expect 2019 to be a much stronger 
year for our property.

More opportunities to come
Considering India’s steady y-o-y 
growth in the MiCE market, we expect 
continued and increased demand from 
international MiCE organisers. For the 
South Indian market, one can expect 
to see continued growth from various 
industries such as IT, pharmaceuticals 
and automobiles, which will primarily 
drive MiCE. With increased travel 
and meeting requirements of these 
industries, the southern region 
will continue to enjoy increased 
opportunities to cater to them. 

Also, in years to come, the scale of 
such events and dependency on highly 
advanced technology will increase, 
giving us an edge over others as we 
are already well-equipped to cater to 
this rise in demand for conference 
venues and banquets. We also expect 
weddings to be a key driver of MiCE in 
South India, as there has been a shift 
in demand for events at hotels and 
convention centres. 

Online and offline get  
equal attention
Digitalisation has invariably reduced 
the gap between the traveller and the 
hotel. It provides guests convenience 
and allows hotels to connect with 
them and engage them through 
multiple channels. As a hotel, we 
continuously work towards increasing 
our visibility and be present on all 
relevant platforms, including third 
party travel partners. 

Besides the usual channels, our 
strong loyalty network - Le Club by 
AccorHotels - further drives direct 
bookings especially with individual 
travellers and MiCE planners. Another 
avenue that propels direct bookings 
is the AccorHotels mobile App, 
an easy-to-use and guest-friendly 
platform where guests can take 
advantage of special offers. With 
our aggressive 360-degree outreach 
plan, we have an equal focus on 
online as well as offline channels. 

A successful first year
Being in our first year of operations, 
the prime focus was on ensuring 
exceptional guest experience at 
aggressive pricing. We have been able 
to successfully achieve the same. Firm 
beginnings helped steady positioning 
of this new brand’s entry to the capital 
city. The year 2018 was a great one 
for Aerocity; every hotel had its fair 
share, leading to a steady increase  
in ARR. 

Overcoming challenges
Guests perceived us to be a budget, 
upscale property, but we are a full-
service five-star hotel and so, they 
were delighted with the scale and 

level of service we offered. Being a 
relatively new brand of Marriott in this 
region is a challenge somewhere. 

Aggressive marketing as well as 
a perfect mix of traditional and 
contemporary marketing strategies 
created a niche space amongst  
the decision-making millennials 

that the brand targets. Running 
efficient and strategic marketing 
campaigns for target clientele and 
for brand establishment via print, 
digital or social media campaigns and 
participating in Marriott roadshows 
and undertaking extensive sales blitz 
helped us overcome challenges  
we faced.

MANISH DAYYA
General Manager
Novotel Hyderabad Convention Centre Hotel and Hyderabad International Convention Centre

SUMAN GAHLOT
General Manager
Aloft New Delhi Aerocity

Weddings will be a driver of MiCE in South 
India, with demand for events at hotels”
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Transient and group on the rise
The year 2018 has been great 
in terms of transient and group 
segments. While growth  
in transient ADR was primarily 
supported by a three per cent  
increase in corporate ADR, retail 

returned a 1.5 per cent growth  
as compared to 2017. While city 
supply increased by 10.3 per cent 
for 2018 (upper upscale segment 

contributed 42 per cent of the growth 
in supply followed by the luxury 
segment at 21 per cent), during YTD 
September 2018, Bengaluru grew 
four per cent in RevPAR driven by ADR 
growth of seven per cent. Occupancy 
dropped by 2.9 per cent; ADR growth 

was led by Whitefield and ORR sub-
markets at 14.3 per cent compared to 
last year. Excluding Marriott properties, 
the city RevPAR growth came down 

to 3.2 per cent as against Marriott 
properties at 7.5 per cent.

Building a base
The market witnessed a 12.6 per  
cent increase in branded supply  
with opening of The Den and  
Sheraton Whitefield. Ramp up of 
these properties has led to a share 
shift, especially in the group and MiCE 
segments, resulting in a 5.4 per cent 
drop as opposed to the previous year 
in the group volumes for the property. 
A primary mitigation plan to overcome 
the added supply was to safeguard 
our top corporate accounts by offering 
open availability to build base due to 
lost group share. This resulted in a 
three per cent volume increase in the 
transient segment. 

VINOD KUMAR
Director of Rooms
Bengaluru Marriott Hotel White�eld

The market witnessed a 12.6 per cent 
increase in branded supply”
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V for Vinnca
Vinnca Hospitality has built a place for itself in India’s hotel market. Snehal Kulshreshtha, Co-Founder & 
Director of the Group, provides an insight into Vinnca’s mission to face challenges head-on. 

How was 2018 for Vinnca Hospitality?
The year has been extremely exciting for Vinnca; 
we signed a large convention property in Hyderabad 
that has a single hall of 40,000 sqft. With 57 keys 
in the first phase, the property will add another 
100 in its second phase. We then signed a spa 
retreat in Nashik and a resort in Vythiri in Wayanad, 
scheduled to open soon. We have also been busy with 
IndeCampus, a student-only hotel in Dehradun. This is an 
exciting real estate asset class that we are involved with. 
We have also seen sign-ups and openings in Mundra and 
Bhuj for our new brand - V by Vinnca. This is a no-frills 
brand that fits into the economy-upscale segment. While 
the one in Bhuj has just opened, the one in Mundra will 
open shortly. 

Keeping in mind our mission of making Indians 
see India, we have tied up with a unique property in 
Kolad, Maharashtra. This tents-only property, Vinnca 
Village at Rockhills Adventure Resort, can accommodate 
up to 80 people. Further down the old Mumbai-Goa 
highway, we are opening a boutique resort - Vinnca 
Woodvillas Beachfront Resort - a 21-villa property 
in Shrivardhan. 

What do you foresee for business over 
the next quarter?
We are approaching the ‘season’ phase, so we are 
expecting a robust performance on the occupancy front. 
In terms of ARR, we are among the market leaders 
in the regions we operate in, be it Kumarakom, Ooty, 
Rajkot, or even the new ones our properties are in. 

What challenges, in your opinion, have 
curbed the pace of growth for the group? 
Manpower is a big challenge for us. While the 
whole country is talking about hotel management 
institutes bringing managers into the service 
industry, we, as founders, are focusing on building 
the skills of the actual team of associates at the 
hotel, who are the reason these hotels are where 
they are. Skilled manpower at the steward level, room 
attendant level, etc., is where we see little focus, 
so we are concentrating on building that in the Tier-II, 
III, and IV markets we operate in. 

In fact, in some regions we have even been encouraged 
by the owners to train the rural populace that wants to 
build a career in hospitality as a means of supporting 
their families. We have already received an encouraging 
response and are quite excited. Also, road infrastructure 
and the availability of electricity have undergone a sea 
change in the past three to four years, as many would 
agree, further aiding our mission to operate in the Tier-
II, III, and IV markets that we want to be in.

How open are you to competition?
Competition is great; we welcome it. There is a 
place for everyone, in my opinion. Competition 
helps in developing a destination, in turn helping 
business. That said, drivers of this business need to 
be strong as well. People have accepted us as a brand 
and owners are now accepting and welcoming us as a 
company. Needless to say, we have competed for the 
same property in almost all destinations. 

We are concentrating on building skilled manpower in 
the Tier-II, III, and IV markets we operate in”

HT Bureau
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The problem with  
rising attrition The rising rate of attrition in  

the industry makes business  
challenging. Experts explain how.  

Acknowledging industry’s 
attributes
With a rampant upsurge in attrition 
industry-wide, we acknowledge  
that this is a high-pressure job  
with a comparatively lower 
benchmark in compensation. 
The challenge that we see is not 
remaining the first choice for young 
graduates, as a good number of 
millennials are choosing other 
service industries where they 
see attractive short-term growth 
opportunities. As the industry 
is expanding exponentially, the 
migration of talent to other 
companies or even industries is a 
reality. We are still acquiring the 
needed talent locally, however, there 
is a need for the industry to dig 
deeper and identify the real factors 
leading to such attrition.

At Marriott, we recognise that while 
money can undoubtedly cause a 
movement, it may not necessarily 
motivate and retain associates. 
During hiring, we ensure that we 
select candidates with values that 
resonate with Marriott’s culture. 

We also make use of new-age 
platforms such as social media, 
mobile Apps, GRS (Global 
Recruitment System), and an 
internal intranet-based tool called 
ERT (External Ready Talent). 

Building a stronger core
Our core values and business 
strategies drive our company and 
play a significant role in shaping our 
associates to attain personal and 
professional success. At Marriott, 
we create different platforms 
and empower our associates to 
participate in different decision-
making processes. Our goal is to 
create a work environment in which 
people are empowered and we 
enable their career development and 
we trust them to do the right thing.

Granting employees access to 
management has always been 
a cornerstone of the company’s 
core value which can be utilised 
to voice and resolve workplace 
concerns. As we focus on driving 
business, Marriott’s unique 
‘spirit to serve’ culture is our 

competitive advantage. Engaging 
our associates in service is an 
excellent way to enhance morale 
and build teamwork, while helping 
to meet the escalating needs in 
our communities. Providing new 
associates with a solid foundation to 
enhance their learning and provide 
them with the right information to 
do their job well is a key to engaging 
and retaining our associates. ‘In the 
Beginning’ is Marriott’s new hire 
orientation programme for all full-
time associates. We are committed 
to ensuring that all associates have 
the skills needed to perform their 
jobs effectively. 

One of the important goals for an 
HR leader is to achieve a certain 
percentage of internal hires. This 
significantly helps us to manage the 
aspirations of our growing talent and 
make our business leaders invested 
in building an internal talent pipeline 
which is a critical part of our overall 
retention strategy. Also, every 
Marriott associate wanting to learn 
the trade of another discipline can 
do so by cross-training.

GURMEET SINGH
Senior Area Director - Human Resources (South Asia)
Marriott International

As the industry  
is expanding,  
the migration  
of talent to  
other companies 
or industries  
is a reality”
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Skilled manpower, a scarcity
Today, attracting the right talent  
and retaining it is a big challenge 
for the hospitality sector. Historically 
speaking, our industry didn’t have 
the best reputation due to working 
hours and the intensity of work 
that required being in touch with 
customers pretty much all the  
time. While it may appear that  
there is a severe staffing crisis 
that has gripped the industry over 
the past few years, the biggest 
challenge is actually the shortage  
of skilled manpower.

We implement a variety of practices 
to reach out and attract the 
right kind of candidates - from 
employment advertisements and 
recruitment videos on social media 
channels to our career site, which 
was designed to help potential 
candidates feel the incredible sense 
of Hyatt’s culture and camaraderie. 

Often in our industry, the first 90 
days is when you see the highest 
attrition rate, when employers don’t 
handle the on-boarding carefully. 
Our ‘Welcome to Hyatt’ new hire 
orientation is specially developed to 
integrate new hires into our culture 
and introduce them to authentic 
hospitality that defines our brands. 
Through the feedback sessions, they 
are encouraged to provide feedback 

on their experiences and to share 
suggestions on how the hotel can 
better support their progression. 

Ensuring a suitable workplace 
At Hyatt, we are trying to think 
big and create a workplace that 
is conducive to all generations 
currently in our workforce, as 
our purpose is to ‘care for our 
people so that they can be their 
best’. Keeping that in mind and 
anticipating the expectations of our 
future colleagues, we introduced 
our decisions to enhance the work 
culture of our colleagues. This 

includes a five-day work week 
for all colleagues, work rosters 
published a minimum of seven 
days in advance so that colleagues 
can plan their schedules and 
have a better work-life balance, 
adherence to working hours, and 
a global family assistance policy 
which includes, among many other 
benefits, a fairly unique paternity 
leave. Since its implementation 
in 2017, this has significantly 
impacted the engagement level of 
our colleagues and has emerged as 
a key employee value proposition in 
attracting the right talent. 

ARIF KHAN
Director of Human Resources (India)
Hyatt Hotels & Resorts

Historically 
speaking, our 
industry didn’t 
have the best 
reputation due 
to working hours 
and the intensity 
of work”
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different
Un‘Den’iably

Manas Dwivedi from Bengaluru

Ronen Nissenbaum, 
President & CEO, Dan Hotels, 
on the group’s journey and its 
� rst international property.

What made you choose Bengaluru for your fi rst 
international property?
About 10 years back, when Dan Hotels was looking for a location 
to invest in outside of Israel, they made visits to China and other 
Asian countries, including India. While in India, we also scouted for 
possible locations in Mumbai and Delhi. After much deliberation, 
we zeroed in on Bengaluru. It matched the conditions we were used 
to in Israel. We believe that Bengaluru has tremendous capability 
to grow manifold in the coming years, and that the success of this 
property will drive us to venture into other Indian cities as well.  
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What has been the growth story for Dan Hotels? 
Seventy one years ago, two brothers co-founded Dan Hotels, now 
one of the biggest luxury hotel chains with 14 hotels and 3669 
rooms in Israel. We have developed very well over the decade, while 
expanding and growing exponentially with time. Our growth trajectory 
has been steady and I think we are now at a place where we are 
ready for a spurt in growth. We have the capacity to add a number 
of new hotels to our portfolio in the next few years. 

Bengaluru is a competitive market. How do you plan 
to deal with the competition here?
The Den, Bengaluru, is unique both in design and architecture. 
The other good thing about the property is the kind of service and 
hospitality it offers. True to its name, The Den is a wholesome 
stay option. Its proximity to IT parks and business districts of the 
city make it the smartest choice for luxury business travellers. For 
groups and conventions, we have a huge meeting space and a 

70-seater auditorium, which most hotels do not have. The way we 
compete is what makes us different. Our F&B services are exclusive 
and our rooftop restaurant, Layla, is one of the tallest structures in 
Bengaluru, giving spectacular views of the city.  

What is your take on the hospitality market in India?
The country has a huge potential of growing significantly in 
comparison to other countries. The infrastructure in Bengaluru is 
constantly improving with multiple skyscrapers coming up quickly. 
In a macro environment, India is on a growth trajectory. While a 
number of international hotel chains are investing in India, the 
home-grown hotel companies are also blooming exponentially. 
I think, this is the perfect time to enter the Indian market. The 
average cost of rooms is low right now and I feel that occupancy  
will rise with growing demand. 

Tell us about the group’s expansion plans.
We have invested significant amounts of money, effort, and 
resources into building this hotel because we have a plan to 
expand further in India. The decision about when and where will be 
determined by the success of The Den. 

This is the perfect time to enter the Indian 
market; the average cost of rooms is low”
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Technology 
drives Cygnett  

Cygnett Hotels & Resorts has 13 operational hotels in 
India. Sarbendra Sarkar, Founder & Managing Director 
of the group, discusses the plan of action for expansion.

Manas Dwivedi
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C
ygnett Hotels & Resorts has evolved as a 
technology–savvy brand in the hospitality 
industry. The group is actively working to 
add 12 to 15 hotels per year for the next 
three years, which will work out to about 

4000 rooms by 2020. 

How has 2018 been for Cygnett in terms  
of growth?
It has been yet another milestone year with lots of 
development. Many hotels and resorts have come 
under the Cygnett umbrella from various locations. So 
far, we have added 300 keys and will be coming up with 
six new properties. 

Our units in Itanagar and Gangtok will be operational 
soon and the rest will be operational within a span of 
five to six months.   

Is the group eyeing global expansion  
as well?
We are in the process of introducing new  
hospitality concepts to maximise value for  
customers and investors. 

Cygnett is already operating in two countries - India and 
Nepal. Driven by the objective to develop and operate 
hotels in international markets, we are eyeing territories 
like South and Southeast Asia, as well as Africa. We are 
planning to put remote offices in Cambodia, Vietnam,  
Sri Lanka, Bhutan, Myanmar, and Indonesia to  
initiate development. 

How is Cygnett using technology  
and Artificial Intelligence to enhance  
its services?
Technology has been our core enabler and makes 
Cygnett a very strong tech-savvy brand. Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) is a key element of Big Data; if done 
right, it can strengthen any hotel’s performance. 

We have our own next-gen engine known as Cygnett  
CX, which comprises several inter-meshed components  
that include an information-rich, user-friendly website; 
an e-Central Reservations System (Cloud-CRS);  
online reputation management; CRM; and a service 
monitoring module. 

All of our modules are supported by AI and data 
analytics to understand and deliver a personalised 
hospitality experience to every customer. Because of the 
vastness of the project, we are developing it constantly. 
We are all set to deploy an AI-powered chatbot onto our 
upgraded website to ease customer navigation. 

What are your plans and targets for 2019?
Improve, expand, and innovate is our plan. We are 
always going back to the drawing board to deliver 
maximum value to our guests and investors. The next 
year, hopefully, is going to be another optimistic year. 
We are aiming high to develop and operate hotels in the 
international market. 

We are targeting presence in more than three countries 
and a consolidated key count of 2000 and 30 hotels. 

What’s new at the group?
We will be coming up with a getaway resort in the valley 
of Uttarakhand by January-end next year. Situated five 
kilometres from Nainital, the resort would be just seven 
hours away from the National Capital Region and will be 
an ideal stop for travellers. 

All our modules are supported by AI and data analytics to 
deliver a personalised experience”

ABOUT THE GROUP
Cygnett Hotels and Resorts aims to add 1000 
keys every year to make Cygnett stronger in the 
market with 5,000 keys in the next five years. The 
group operates hotels under the brands Cygnett 
Plaza, Cygnett Park, Cygnett Inn, and Cygnett Lite 
among others. The core values that drive Cygnett’s 
operations are esteem, sincerity, vow, creativity, 
growth, unity, safety, and discernment. Exceptional 
hospitality is at the heart of everything they do. 
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Marriott Marketplace is 
essentially the coming together 
of different brands under one roof. 
It involves the intermediaries we 
do business with, as well as the 
MiCE segment, corporates, and 
travel agents that we partner with. 
One-on-one interactions with all 
these players are beneficial for the 
business, allowing us to work with 
them more efficiently. 

Our hotels are designed to 
complement the lifestyle of our 
guests, with luxury accommodations 
and unparalleled locations. Guests 
can find respite in our verdant 
gardens, while taking advantage of 
our upscale amenities.

Marriott Marketplace is a very 
important platform for us as it helps 
showcase our offerings and new 
destinations we’re operating in. With 
16 brands, we have a number of 
hotels that are in the pipeline. This 
year, we opened more than 15 hotels 
and are looking to open another 13 
next year. From the bustling city life in 
Mumbai to the quaint colonial fishing 
villages in Kochi, India boasts of a 

wide variety of destinations. Taking 
our hotels closer to our customers is 
going to be an area of focus for us. 

SHAMPA DHALI
Area Director for 
National Sales
Marriott India

VINAY SINGH 
Cluster Director of Sales & 
Marketing
Renaissance Mumbai Convention 
Centre Hotel and Lakeside 
Chalet, Mumbai - Marriott 
Executive Apartments 

Marriott India Marketplace is being 
conducted for the last couple of years 
in Bengaluru, Mumbai, Chennai, and 
Delhi. For the second time this year, 
we hosted the event at out hotel. 
Marriott Marketplace is an ideal 

platform for all participating hotels 
to come together, and a platform 
where one customer can meet 
40-50 others, all under one roof. 
It’s a great networking platform for 
our partners, who come together to 
collaborate with our customers. 

RAHUL PURI
General Manager
The Westin Gurgaon, 
New Delhi

30 Roadshow

Meet at the M  arketplace
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Ours is a 146-room property 
located in proximity to the 
region’s popular attractions. 
Marriott Marketplace is about 
meeting all our clients conveniently 
under one roof without having to 
travel around the country. It helps us 
meet enough number of customers 
and brands in one evening. 

Marriott Marketplace is extremely 
beneficial for all our hotels, for 
Marriott as a company, and for 
our travel partners as well. It’s a 
concept that saves everybody’s 
time because just over a day, 
attendees get to meet so many 

people, helping grow business. 
From the point of view of travel 
managers, the event is a big 
boost for business because they 
get to interact one-on-one with 
others in the industry, helping form 
successful collaborations. 

The Westin Pushkar Resort & 
Spa is an oasis of rejuvenating 
and revitalising comfort for 
guests as they explore the 
ancient and vibrant city 
of Pushkar. 

Marriott Marketplace gives us 
a chance to get together, share 
our best practices, showcase 
our hotels, and leverage on our 
strengths across the country.

VICTOR CHEN
General Manager
Le Méridien Goa, 

Calangute 

SHARAD PURI
General Manager
JW Marriott Mumbai 
Juhu 

AMIT RANA 
General Manager
The Westin Pushkar 
Resort & Spa

What made Marriott 
India Marketplace 
2018 a roaring success. Meet at the M  arketplace

Anupriya Bishnoi
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Marriott Marketplace is a great 
opportunity for us. We started with 
Bengaluru, then Chennai, followed 
by Mumbai, and now Delhi. In my 
opinion, it’s a fantastic initiative as 
it brings together all partners on a 
common platform, including general 
managers and sales leaders, besides 
providing networking opportunities 
to all. 

We get to meet so many new 
customers here as well. We 
might not always get to meet the 
clients in our micro-markets and 
hence, this platform helps solve 
that dilemma. 

Ours is a property with 277 guest 
rooms and suites. We also have 
1470 sqft of meeting space and 
an entire level dedicated to our 
F&B venues.

Marriott India Marketplace is 
a fabulous setup where we 
get to meet some of our key 
business partners and fortify 
our plans for 2019. 

This platform gives us a chance 
to make sure that ours, as well as 

the needs of our customers, 
are met as we go about doing 
our business. In the heart of 
the city, The Ritz-Carlton, 
Bengaluru, offers meeting-friendly 
amenities and Asian-inspired 
dining experiences. 

The property caters to all 
visitors to the Silicon Valley 
with five-star amenities and 
state-of-the-art facilities.

AMITABH RAI
General Manager 
The Ritz-Carlton, 
Bengaluru

NASIR SHAIKH
General Manager
The Westin Pune Koregaon Park 

Kochi Marriott Hotel is one of 
the tallest hotels in the city and 
provides world-class facilities to 
its guests. 

Marriott India Marketplace is a very 
interesting concept; it brings a lot 
of booking agents and customers 
together, all under the same roof. 
It’s a platform where you get to 
meet so many sales managers 

and general managers from all 
our 100 hotels. We are able to 
come together, meet our customers, 
and discuss business with them in 
real time. 

SUMEET SURI
General Manager
Kochi Marriott Hotel 
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Pocket-friendly 
Maldivian hospitality
Abbas, General Manager, Reveries Diving Village Surf & Spa, Maldives, talks about the property 
and why it is suitable for Indian travellers who want to experience the tropical island on a budget.

What makes Reveries Diving Village Surf & 
Spa unique?
The hotel offers an unforgettable experience of real 
Maldivian hospitality in one of the untouched and 
unexplored Maldivian islands. The market here is flooded 
with options of hotels for Indians, but the perception still 
remains that the hotels are expensive and only few are in 
the five-star range. This hotel offers guests true Maldivian 
hospitality at affordable prices. 

The hotel is located on the biggest island in the 
Maldives - a prime location with a private beach. It 
is convenient for leisure travellers, honeymooners, 
corporates, and for special interest travellers like divers, 
surfers, and game fishers.  

The Maldivian hospitality market is quite 
competitive. How do you stand out? 
The guest house or boutique hotel concept is a 
fast-growing concept in the Maldivian hospitality 
business. The past five years have proven the potential 
of the guest house business in the Maldives with over 
490 guest houses and approximately 8,000 tourist 
beds.The hotel is in the midst of countless untouched 
beaches, has access to fresh produce grown in local 
farms, famous dive and surf spots in the Maldives, 

tourist attractions like the biggest tuna fish processing 
factory, and water/land sports activities. 

What does the property offer to 
Indian guests?
Maldives has always been popular as a honeymoon 
destination with its scenic beaches and romantic 
settings. The destination is also great for families as it 
is child-friendly and has direct short flights from India. 
The beautiful blue waters of the surrounding beaches 
are perfect for water sports and for families to spend 
time with their children. Reveries Diving Village Surf & 
Spa is particularly known for being a budget honeymoon 
or romantic getaway option on a non-commercial 
Maldivian island. 

The hotel offers all the amenities of a four-star hotel 
and many land and water sport activities with its own 
private beach for relaxation any time of the day. It also 
offers unbelievable views of the atolls and islands.

The hotel offers all the amenities of a four-star hotel and 
many land and water sport activities”

Interview 33

HT Bureau
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W
hen Gary Mehigan cooks for you, 
you don’t ask questions, no matter 
how fussy an eater you may be. 
Here’s what you do: First, you wrap 
your head around the fact that it’s 

Gary MasterChef Mehigan who donned the apron in the 
kitchen for you; second, you take in the gorgeous food art 
on your plate and third, you don’t deprive your taste buds 
for a second longer and jump right in, savouring every 
morsel. Later, when he tosses a question at you: “Did you 
enjoy the food?”, you wonder where you lost your tongue 
and hope that perhaps the twinkle in your eye conveyed 
your sentiments.

Gary, a regular on Indian television, judges the hugely 
popular show MasterChef Australia. A repeat visitor 
to India, he says the country is a gastronome’s delight 
and largely responsible for changing the way his pantry 
looks. “This is my ninth or 10th visit now and it’s because 
I love Indian food. That’s the reason I keep coming back. 
Any interview you read, when I come here, tells you that 
there’s a long list of beautiful dishes that I’d love to eat. 
I’ve taken recipes back to Australia; my pantry at home 
looks completely different now from what it did in 2012, 
before I came to India. My wife often asks, ‘Do we need 
all these spices?’ And the answer is, ‘Yes, leave them 
alone, don’t touch them.’ India truly is a delight,” he says.

While Indian ingredients have found their way to 
Gary’s pantry, he agrees that MasterChef Australia 
has also brought about a change on the ground in 
terms of awareness and engagement with Indian food 
and ingredients. MasterChef has seen many Indian 
contestants. In fact, this year’s winner is Indian-origin 
Australian Sashi Cheliah. Mumbai chef and cookbook 
author Saransh Goila was also invited as a guest judge 
at the show this year, where he hosted a butter chicken 
challenge. As Mehigan puts it, “I think MasterChef has 

done it not only for Indian food, but for every nationality 
on the show. Indian food in Australia is quite under-
represented. Most people think of Indian food as this 
homogenous cuisine. In Australia, we mostly have 
North Indian cuisine. We do have some South Indian 
restaurants, but we miss the kind of true regionality we 
get to experience here. We have seen our two Indian 
contestants this year cook very different dishes and those 
recipes went up online and people cooked.”

Food binds us together; the one common factor uniting 
people when they travel is that they can experience 
another culture thoroughly by sharing food and recipes. 
So, if Mehigan had to create one classic Indian-Ozzie 
dish, which one would it be and why? “Where the 
common thread lies between India and Australia is 
between a tandoor and a barbecue. You put those two 
things together and it makes a lot of sense, because 
they’re both about open fire. There can be any number of 
dishes that combine the two.”

So when did his interest in food begin? As expected, 
pretty early in life: when he was a wee boy of eight. “I 
was pretty young. My grandfather was a chef and I never 
thought that I’d be a chef, but I think he planted the seed 
in terms of my culinary aspirations. I remember chopping 
onions, baking bread; he used to make this wholemeal 
bread and I remember cooking bread with him when I 
was about eight or nine years old. That would be my first 
memory of it and I remember cooking with him in the 
kitchen when I was about 14 years old. He had made 
a chicken dish with tarragon and mushrooms, and it 
was the first time that I had really tasted a dish that I’d 
cooked with him. It was so beautiful and I still remember 
it. That was the start of the addiction!”

Well, that’s one addiction we wouldn’t like to find a 
cure for!

Indi-yeah!
When Gary Mehigan is not busy cooking up a storm or culling the perfect episode of 

MasterChef Australia, he is busy stacking up his pantry with exotic ingredients from India. 
On a recent trip here, he had some of us eating out of his hand, quite literally!

MasterChef goes 

Where the 
common thread lies 
between India and 

Australia is between 
a tandoor and 

a barbecue

Peden Doma Bhutia 

Indi-yeah!
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Over 400 delegates 
celebrate with HPMF
Hospitality Purchase Managers’ Forum (HPMF) entered its ninth year with a bang, welcoming delegates to the 
holy city of Varanasi. The four-day convention and awards ceremony will not be forgotten in a hurry. 

Hospitality Purchase Managers’ Forum (HPMF) 
celebrated its eighth anniversary along 
with the convention and awards from 

October 25-28, 2018, at The Gateway Hotel 
Ganges Varanasi. Conceived in 2010, HPMF is 
now a global organisation with over 1600 members 
from the hospitality purchasing fraternity. Training 
and development of procurement professionals, 

consolidated procurement, industry product 
standardisation, volume discounts, improved 
professionalism in the purchasing process, 
development of potential vendors, green initiatives, 
and corporate social responsibility are some of the 
key elements of HPMF. 

Speaking about the recently-concluded convention 
and awards, Nitin Nagrale, Founder, HPMF, said, 
“The event went off really well and all participants 
gave a positive feedback. Like any other event, 
there is always scope for improvement and what 
we learnt from this convention is better time 
management, something we’ll adopt for future 
events. The most satisfying aspect of the four-day 
event was the feedback we received from Varanasi’s 
local populace. They were thrilled to see an event of 
this scale in the city for the first time.” 

Over 400 delegates attended the 2018 convention. 
The next one is planned for the month of September 
in 2019, at Grand Hyatt Kochi. It will aim to showcase 
the culture of ancient Kerala.

The local populace was thrilled to see an event of this 
scale in the city for the � rst time”

Hospitality Talk    December 2018-January 2019
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Guest Column

Yours  
India Eleuterio 

Fernandes, VP 
Sales EMEA at 
Exterity, a  provider 
of IP video and 
digital signage 
technology, talks 
about the prevalent 
digital age in  
India and why  
an investment  
in technology  
is essential.

digitally,   
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I
n recent years, India has become one of the world’s 
fastest growing tourist destinations. From the sun-
drenched beaches of Goa to 37 UNESCO World 
Heritage sites including the Taj Mahal and the 
Mahabodhi Temple, the number of tourists to India 

has swelled. Over the last decade, annual overseas visitors 
have doubled to 10 million, making it a hot bed for the 
international hospitality industry. 

India is also experiencing an in-country tourism boom as 
a growing middle class starts to explore its homeland. 
According to the India Brand Equity Foundation (IBEF), 
a government research agency, domestic expenditure on 
tourism reached $200 billion in 2017 and is expected to 
exceed $400 billion by 2028.

A large percentage of the spending from both domestic 
and foreign tourists will be absorbed by hoteliers. According 
to data from analyst firms Statistica and HVS, there 
are 113,600 rooms in branded hotels across India with  
an occupancy rate of between 60-80 per cent depending 
on location – with cities like New Delhi and Mumbai at  
the higher range. As tourism in India continues to grow, 
the local hotelier market will become more competitive. 
One of the ways forward-thinking hoteliers can get ahead 
of their rivals is by creating a better-than-home guest 
experience, which includes a hotel’s in-room entertainment 
offering, such as free and pay-TV plus access to higher-
value additional sales opportunities to deliver a better 
guest experience and more profitability. These additional 
features can include promotion for treatments in the spa, 
access to special classes in the gym, or tours organised 
by the hotel. 

This concept of enhanced in-room entertainment is 
highlighted by the ‘2016 In-Room Entertainment Preference 
Study’, conducted by The Consultancy at Pointer’s Ridge. 
The survey found that searchable, Interactive Program 
Guides (IPG), Over the Top (OTT) services (Netflix, Amazon 
Prime Video, Hulu, etc.), screencasting, group messaging, 
and the ability to pause live TV topped the list of in-room 
entertainment services.

By deploying more interactive video services and enabling 
guests to access complementary options directly via the 
TV screen itself, hoteliers can ensure they are able to meet 
this demand. This driver is particularly relevant for the 57.4 
per cent of guests that connect their own devices to the 
in-room TV – a crucial feature for millennials, who made 
up 62 per cent of the bring-your-own-device community 
evaluated in the survey. 

Upgrading the experience
The investment in more engaging in-room experiences has 
been most pronounced within higher-end hotels on a global 
scale. The Saxon Hotel, Villas and Spa in Johannesburg 
is a perfect example of this - consistently voted the 
world’s leading boutique hotel every year since 2001, the 
hotel has invested in impeccable quality and services at  
every level. 

As part of its commitment to offering high-end modern 
services, The Saxon recently deployed cutting-edge  
IPTV technology, which enables guests to enjoy live  
TV and VoD entertainment in their room, as well as live  

TV throughout the public areas of the hotel. Closer to 
home, The Okada Manila Resort employs a similar system 
to distribute casino promotions and jackpot information 
on each of the 3000 electronic gaming machines and  
the 204 installed screens on the casino floor and in  
public spaces. 

The system ensures guests have access to relevant 
content, branding, wayfinding, and messaging on 
the right machine and screen, and uses a centrally 
managed platform to better co-ordinate pre-
scheduled elements to offer a smooth experience  
for travellers. 

While the benefits of the solution are obvious for casinos 
and high-end hotels in idyllic locations, even hoteliers 
facing unpredictable weather conditions can find ways 
to use this system. Whether during the rainy season or 
deep snowfalls, hoteliers can promote movies and in-room 
services via the video and signage system to capitalise 
on bad weather or when food and beverage areas are 
unavailable. This ensures guests remain informed and 
entertained wherever they are in the hotel. 

It is important at this point to note that adoption of IPTV 
technologies in the Indian hospitality market has typically 
been slow due to infrastructure, connectivity, and regulation 
challenges. Today, live TV content has to be delivered 
via local operators who provide their own decoders. For 
hospitality organisations, this adds a significant level of 
complexity - instead of being able to go through a single 
provider solving all the technical challenges, they have 
to select each live news, sports, entertainment, music  
and children’s TV channel they want to offer, both local 
and international. 

This greatly impacts both the cost of implementing live 
TV in hotels and the technical deployment thereof. This 
contrasts greatly with other parts of Asia, where a single 
provider can easily aggregate multiple channels into a 
single box, streamlining the distribution of live TV content 
and enabling hoteliers to focus on providing additional 
services such as check-in, spa treatments and menus, 
which can all be accessed via the TV screen. 

As better infrastructure becomes available, it will become 
easier for hoteliers to employ IP-based technologies to offer 
guests access to VoD content that appeals to domestic 
and international travellers, such as local services like Voot 
and ALT Balaji, along with newer international rivals such 
as Netflix and Amazon Prime Video. 

The Indian tourism industry is on the verge of entering  
a golden age, making it a hugely exciting time for  
hoteliers in the region. The Indian government is already 
investing heavily to improve technological infrastructure 
and increase broadband speeds, which will help pave the 
way for more widespread usage of IP video technologies 
within hotels, empowering hoteliers to offer guests an 
authentically Indian better-than-home experience that  
will complement the outstanding experience travellers 
benefit from today. 

(Views expressed above are the author’s personal views. 
The publication may or may not subscribe to the same.)

As better 
infrastructure 
becomes available, 
it’ll be easier 
for hoteliers to 
employ IP-based 
technologies”
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Interview

Zabeel House

welcomes 
Indian travellers

Alessandro Aldo Cabella, Area General Manager, Jumeirah Group, talks about the new brand - Zabeel House 
by Jumeirah - and plans for the Indian market. 

Anupriya Bishnoi
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Interview

What was the objective behind the recent 
roadshow in India?
Jumeirah Hotels & Resorts recently conducted a three-
city roadshow in Bengaluru, Mumbai, and Delhi to 
further strengthen its relations with the trade and to 
introduce the newly-opened brand, Zabeel House by 
Jumeirah. Around 18 Jumeirah properties participated 
in the roadshow, which was attended by over 140 
agents in each city. The event was a huge success. 

The India market has witnessed a considerable rise 
in outbound luxury travel in recent years. The group 
is focusing on expanding and consolidating its ties 
with the luxury travel segment to reach out to a 
larger audience and gain a higher market share. The 
roadshow served as a platform to increase brand 
awareness and gain new consumers.

Tell us more about Zabeel House  
by Jumeirah.
We felt it was necessary to have a second brand in our 
portfolio and thus, Zabeel House by Jumeirah was born. 
This brand has been welcomed by European travel 
agents and various partners that we have met during 
our India visit. It’s a new, vibrant brand that’s all about 
the neighbourhood. We don’t use the standard rating of 
a star hotel, we call it upscale lifestyle. Zabeel House 
by Jumeirah promises to be stylish, while still delivering 
on the collection’s ‘upscale casual’ promise of sharp 

design and smart service, with an informal approach 
and a moderate price point.

We already have two operational properties in Dubai. 
The third one will be in the Greens and will be opened 
by December. Also, the ones that will be coming after 
that will not just be in the UAE but worldwide. Every 
property of Zabeel House by Jumeirah will have a sense 
of the neighbourhood. Guests don’t just come to a 
city, they come to a neighbourhood where they want 
to experience something different. That is the promise 
that Zabeel House by Jumeirah will deliver on. 

How important is India as a market for  
the group?
The Indian market is very important to us, hence, we 
will repeat these shows a couple of times a year. We 
feel, our offerings and our hotel brands are appropriate 
for the Indian market, which has grown about 29-30 
per cent, and we think it’s only going to grow faster. We 
are looking forward to growing together. The response 
we received at the roadshow from agents, wedding 
planners, etc., was tremendous.  

The group is focusing on expanding and consolidating its 
ties with the luxury travel segment”
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Experiential Travel

LIFE in the WILD

Tell us about the USP of the brand.
The Africa Experience focuses on conservation tourism. 
Experienced travellers not only undergo a complete luxury 
safari experience but also get the opportunity to get 
involved and observe what it means to conserve nature 
in the broadest sense of the word, participate in leopard 
research projects, turtle research projects, protection 
of endangered species, expansion of protected areas, 
track elephants and hyenas or lions not only from our 
game view vehicles but on foot with the top guides in 
southern Africa, etc. It adds a complete new dimension 
to sustainable travelling. 

Furthermore, our accommodations are high-end 
luxury, small in setup, and very private but very important 
in remote wilderness areas where one will not easily 
find other travellers or in unique locations where no 
other accommodations can be found. Nothing is 
mandatory on our safaris but almost everything is 
possible due to the personalised approach we offer 
to our guests.

What kind of clients do you receive?
We get experienced travellers who have been on safari 
and beach vacations often, but now want to immerse 
themselves in the environment, experience different 
adventures, and want to be treated as individuals who 

are interested in their surroundings; travellers who want 
to understand the environment they’re in and experience 
the different aspects of it, or those who want to go out 
at night to find rare nocturnal predators or rare birds. Not 
bound by pre-determined safari timings, these travellers 
want to go out and explore whenever they wish. At our 
beach villa, travellers can ask the staff to go fishing 
with them to help them catch their own meal or have a 
dedicated cooking course. 

How important is the Indian market for you?
The Indian market is a very important one, as India has 

many similarities and challenges in terms of wildlife and 
nature conservation. It has rhinos and elephants like 
we have, and tigers where we have leopards and lions. 
These species are under similar threats, but in completely 
different settings. 

We would also like to emphasise the historic relations 
the two continents have. Centuries ago, we were trading 
partners and remains from that time can still be found 
in our remote wilderness areas. We are therefore looking 
for those Indian guests who would like to walk in the 
footsteps of their ancestors and see the same, almost 
unchanged landscape that they did. India is also a BRICS 
country and these emerging markets are very important 
for tourism.

What initiatives are you taking to promote 
tourism from India?
We have appointed a respected agent (Explorer) whose 
founder has a wealth of experience in the travel and 
hospitality industry. We are currently setting up special 
packages for the Indian market, aimed at Indian 
guests, whereby we carefully take into consideration 
Indian traditions to make sure they feel at home at 
our locations. Furthermore, we are investigating the 
possibilities of entering into joint nature conservation 
programmes allowing our international (non-Indian) 

guests to visit rhinos on both continents but in 
one vacation.

What kind of challenges do you face?
When introducing a new concept and a relatively 
new destination, it always takes time to make travel 
agents and operators aware of the product you have 
as they are accustomed to selling known ones. India 
is a large continent, so the biggest challenge is to find 
all these travel specialists and introduce them to our 
experiences. The best way is to get them to Botswana 
and Mozambique. 

Jurgen Elbertse, Director, The Africa Experience, shares details 
about this unique travel proposition that offers those interested an 
immersive experience in Africa’s mighty wilderness.

HT Bureau
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Spread the joy of

Kurian Jose, Chief 
Executive Of� cer, 
Marine Hydrocolloids, 
talks about the 
company’s extensive 
portfolio that caters 
to the varied needs 
of the hospitality and 
restaurant industries.

Please tell us about the complete portfolio 
of Marine Hydrocolloids.
We are the leading manufacturers of various 
hydrocolloids that have an application in confectionery, 
bakery products, dairy products, pharmaceuticals, 
microbiology, biotechnology, cosmetics, dentistry, air 
freshener gels, bio fertilizers, etc. We have three main 
categories of products made from seaweed – Agar 
Agar, Spreadable Agar Agar type Wondergel, and 
Carrageenan. The main difference between these 
products is the source of the seaweed. 

Agar Agar has been used for many centuries as a 
high-performance gelling agent. Its ability to produce 
a clear, colourless, odourless, and natural gel without 
the support of other colloids has long aided the food 
industry as a stabilising and gelling agent. 

Agar Agar is a 100 per cent natural product 
processed from seaweed. It has zero calories and 
a high fibre content.

What makes your products suitable for the 
hospitality industry?
Agar Agar, Spreadable Agar Agar type Wondergel, and 
Carrageenan are used widely in the food industry. They 
are essentially vegetarian gelling and binding agents 

that provide creaminess. They also help better the 
taste of various desserts, soups, sauces and 

jams, while also being used for cold 
glaze application.

Who are your clients in 
the industry?

We supply Agar Agar and 
Spreadable Agar Agar type 
Wondergel to leading five-star 

hotels and bakeries across India. They are mainly 
used as a vegetarian substitute for gelatin, in various 
desserts, puddings, soups, sauces, and bakery 
products. We also supply Agar Agar, Spreadable 
Agar Agar type Wondergel, and Carrageenan to 
confectionery manufacturers in India for making cold 
glaze and various spreadable products like jams, 
marmalades, and yogurts.

According to you, how has the hospitality 
industry evolved in the last few years?
The demand for an organic gelatin substitute by 
vegan and vegetarian communities has increased 
the demand for our products. 

Agar Agar is derived from seaweed and this awareness 
has been a strong demand driver. With growth in 
awareness among people about eco-friendliness and 
its impact on the environment, this demand is going to 
be even stronger in the coming years. 

How do you market your products?
We have a niche customer base and contact 
them directly with our product offerings. We have 
developed a customer relationship programme 
with a focus on B2B marketing. We also sell our 
products through supermarkets, online stores, and 
our website. 

What kind of challenges do you face?
Sourcing of raw materials has been a huge 
challenge. Since a major chunk of our business 
involves exports, we have to maintain a high standard 
of quality. That said, we have been developing new 
products as per changing market requirements. It 
is a very dynamic market and the possibilities are 
very exciting.

‘Wonder’

With growth in 
awareness about 
eco-friendliness, 
the demand is 
going to be even 
stronger in the 
coming years”

HT Bureau
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Interview

A bejewelled ‘Crowne’
Nivedita Avasthi, General Manager, Crowne Plaza New Delhi Mayur Vihar Noida, talks about competition in the 
region and changing trends in the industry.

What makes the property unique?
Our hotel is strategically located, close to the corporate 
hub of Noida, which gives us an edge over other hotels 
for MiCE. Accessibility is also a hallmark that makes us 
an ideal hotel for the corporate and leisure segments.

According to you, how has the hospitality 
market of Delhi evolved?
Over the past 20 years, many facets of the hotel 
industry have shifted to adapt to new technology 
and changing consumer behaviour, which have 
in turn changed how hoteliers conduct business. 
Intermediaries are being welcomed as a new, 
innovative channel to market hotels and reach 
guests. OTAs have also had a huge impact, effecting 
consumer behaviour and creating a hole in the 
hotelier’s pocket. Third-party operators also emerged 
due to the willingness of investors to pool equity. 
It is simpler and more productive for a third-party 
manager to operate.

How was 2018 for the hotel? 
It has been a great year! GST impacted transparency 
in the billing process for vendors through an advanced 
online portal. Due to the rate increase coming through 
events at Expo Mart, the market has shown growth in 
RevPAR by eight per cent. 

What kind of challenges do you face? 
Consumers are price-sensitive and have multiple 
options, and that’s a major challenge. For a hotel like 
ours, it becomes difficult to drive weekend occupancy. 

HT Bureau

Goa is fast gaining ground as a MiCE destination. To attract the MiCE crowd 
coming into the state, Paradise Village Beach Resort has launched its latest 
F&B offering – NiKo. With its origins in Greece, NiKo is named after Nike – 
the mythological Greek goddess of victory. This new outlet brings to guests 
the Greek hospitality experience, the foundation of which is based on the 
legacy of an ancient civilisation. NiKo welcomes its guests with a warm 
smile. Here, guests can enjoy endless miles of an aquamarine coastline, 
beautiful sunsets, and golden sandy beaches. 
 
Paradise Village Beach Resort promises guests great value and a relaxed 
atmosphere. Along with an indoor conference hall and state-of-the-art 
facilities for meetings, the resort also offers recreational opportunities 
and learning. Spread across 10 acres of beautiful property overlooking 
the Arabian Sea, this 95-room Spanish-style beach resort is located on 
the popular Calangute Beach in North Goa. It has been serving as a most 
prominent MiCE destination for the last 30 years. The Pearl of Paradise 
conference hall is aesthetically designed to reflect a modern taste and 

can accommodate up to 200 guests. Paradise Village also offers multiple 
outdoor venue options with spectacular views of the sea. This outdoor area 
stretches over 200,000 sqft. The entire ground can accommodate up to 
800 guests.

Rishi Dandona, Managing Director, Paradise Village Beach Resort, Goa, 
believes that a distinguishing factor when it comes to pulling in a bigger 
share of the MiCE section in Goa is the resort’s responsive, prompt, and 
helpful staff that can deliver high standards of personalised care. This 
augments the brand’s reputation in the segment. “Our experience shows 
that customised packages, personalisation, and tailored requirements are 
attributes that are in high demand amongst traveller groups today,” he says. 

MiCE contributes approximately 50-65 per cent of the total revenue of 
the resort. It primarily caters to corporates from Mumbai, Delhi, Chennai, 
and Hyderabad. The agriculture, pharmaceutical, and banking industries 
frequent the resort. 

Paradise Village Beach Resort, Goa, launches NiKo

LAUNCH
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SUMIT GOGIA
General Manager

Heritage Village Resort & Spa, 
Manesar
Sumit Gogia has been appointed 
as the General Manager at 
Heritage Village Resort & Spa, 
Manesar. In the new role, he will 
be responsible for all aspects 
of the hotel’s operational functions 
along with sales, marketing, and 
revenue management. Gogia’s 
experience as a hotelier spans 
over 18 years. While more 
recently he was the Director of 
Events with Hyatt Regency Delhi, 
he has previously worked with 
prominent brands.MO
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MANISH DAYYA
General Manager

Novotel Hyderabad Convention 
Centre and Hyderabad International 
Convention Centre

Novotel Hyderabad Convention 
Centre and Hyderabad International 
Convention Centre (HICC) have 
appointed Manish Dayya as the 
new General Manager. He brings 
with him over two decades of 
experience in the trade and the 
hospitality industry. He has been 
with AccorHotels since 2013 and 
has held multiple roles across 
various locations in India. Dayya has 
expertise and valuable insights on 
augmenting brand standards.

SUBHANKAR BOSE 
General Manager 

Renaissance Bengaluru Race Course 
Hotel

Subhankar Bose is the newly 
appointed General Manager at 
Renaissance Bengaluru Race Course 
Hotel. In this role, he will spearhead 
various specialised functions of the 
hotel and will be responsible for 
steering the management team. 
He has a strong background in 
hospitality as well as the right set of 
skills and experience that further help 
in providing a complete experience 
to guests. As head of the hotel, Bose 
will be leading the executive team 
with strategic planning.  

Movements

TARUN SETH
General Manager

Hyatt Regency Chennai

Hyatt Regency Chennai has 
appointed Tarun Seth as the 
General Manager, where he will 
be leading a vibrant team of 
400 professionals, while further 
building and strengthening the 
business. He is a seasoned 
hotelier with more than 17 years 
of experience in hospitality. Seth 
has been an integral part of 
some of the most iconic hotels in 
India. He started his career with 
Grand Hyatt, New Delhi, and 
developed a keen passion 
for F&B operations. 



MOVEMENTS

SALOK SETIA 
Head of Sales - Sales & Marketing

Howard Johnson Bengaluru Hebbal

Salok Setia has joined Howard 
Johnson Bengaluru Hebbal 
as Head of Sales – Sales & 
Marketing. A dynamic professional 
with seven years of experience 
in sales and operations, Setia 
has previously worked with The 
Ritz Carlton and AccorHotels in 
Bengaluru, JW Marriott New Delhi 
Aerocity, and other well-known 
brands. At Howard Johnson, he 
will be responsible for leveraging 
marketing strategies, tactical 
planning, and building a team to 
help organisational growth. 

RADHIKA DEWAN 
Director of Sales 

Sheraton Grand Bangalore Hotel at 
Brigade Gateway

Radhika Dewan has been appointed 
at the Director of Sales at Sheraton 
Grand Bangalore Hotel at Brigade 
Gateway. She comes with over 10 
years of experience in the sales and 
marketing domain. Prior to Sheraton 
Grand Bangalore Hotel at Brigade 
Gateway, Dewan held the position 
of Director of Sales at Fairfield by 
Marriott Rajajinagar, where she was 
involved in strategic implementation 
and development of the hotel. 
Subsequently, she was associated 
with other properties. 

MUKESH SHARMA
Executive Chef

Sheraton Grand Chennai Resort & Spa

Mukesh Sharma is now the 
Executive Chef at Sheraton Grand 
Chennai Resort & Spa. In the new 
role, he will oversee the functioning 
of the culinary offerings of the hotel, 
which include The Reef, an all-day 
dining outlet; Pelican Deck, an 
open-air grill and barbecue dinner 
restaurant and Pintail Lounge, 
the in-house lounge, along with 
room service and banquets at the 
property. He has an experience of 
over 17 years in the industry, having 
worked with Jaypee Palace and The 
Oberoi among others.

MOVEMENTS
ROSHAN RAJPAL 
General Manager

Hyatt Hyderabad Gachibowli 

Hyatt Hyderabad Gachibowli has 
appointed Roshan Rajpal as 
General Manager of the hotel. 
With over 20 years’ experience, 
Rajpal brings with her excellence 
in operations, sales and marketing, 
a business development acumen, 
as well as the zeal to create 
moments not just for guests 
but for colleagues as well. 
Rajpal has worked across global 
hospitality brands like Crowne 
Plaza, Carlson Rezidor, and 
AccorHotels in various challenging 
roles and responsibilities. 
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Q. How do you 
de-stress? 

Spending quality time with 
family and friends helps me de-
stress. Chocolate also provides 
immediate relief.

I also enjoy photography, 
running, reading, cooking, or 
simply watching movies.

Q. Your most 
memorable holiday 
moment and 
destination?  

My most memorable holiday 
moment has to be cruising on 
the Nile; it’s a moment that will 
always stay with me. 

A favourite holiday destination 
would be London - a melting 
pot of cultures that portrays 
colourful art and offers a 
number of dining options. 
In India, I love Kabini Wildlife 
Sanctuary; its serenity is 
simply heavenly.

REUBEN KATARIA
General Manager
JW Marriott Hotel Bengaluru

Q. A place you love to 
travel to?

A few names at the top 
of my mind when I think 
of my favourite places are 
Marrakech, Morocco; Istanbul, 
Turkey; London, United 
Kingdom; Paris, France; and 
New York City, New York. 
Zurich, however, tops the 
list. It’s a city that has the 
best standard of living in the 
world. You could walk down 
the Bahnhofstrasse, which 
is probably one of the best 
shopping streets in the world. 
It’s also a great place to enjoy 
the outdoors, take a boat 
cruise on Lake Zurich, or just 
explore the city on a bike. 

Q. Things that 
interest you? 

Playing the tabla, learning 
about new cultures, trying 
out new restaurants and 
cuisines, and traveling are 
some of my interests. 

Q. What do you like to 
do in your free time?

The life of a hotelier revolves 
around financial numbers 
and guest relations. I like 
to break this monotony by 
reading, apart from playing 
badminton and squash - my 
favourite sports.

Q. Places you like to 
travel to?

I love going to faraway 
places to explore, in 
particular places with a lot 
of history and architecture. 
In India, Goa and Rajasthan 
are my favourite destinations. 
Being in Mysuru is also a 
bonus, with frequent short 
trips to Kerala, Tamil Nadu, 
and Karnataka being possible. 
Recently, when I was in Italy, 
we started with Rome, then 
visited The Vatican City, Mount 
Vesuvius, and Pompeii among 
other places. It was one 
satisfying experience. 

Q. How do you spend 
your free time?

I love reading and it helps 
me de-stress. A good book 
with a cup of coffee is a great 
combination and a good 
stress-buster. Food is one of 
the most important elements 
in my life. It’s something 
I am passionate about. I 
love cooking and I find it 
therapeutic. Whipping up my 
favourite dish is something 
I enjoy. I love Indian and 
Mexican food. 

Q. Your favourite 
holiday moment?

One of my most memorable 
holidays has been a hiking trip 
in Uttarakhand. It was a walk 
from Binsar to Jageshwar. I 
have a fascination for rural 
Himachal, so, this trip was 
indeed beautiful because 
it gave me the chance to 
experience the hospitality of 
the local people.

SUBHANKAR BOSE
General Manager
Renaissance Bengaluru Race 
Course Hotel

SACHIN MALHOTRA
General Manager
Grand Mercure Mysuru  

SATYAJIT KOTWAL
General Manager
The Resort Mumbai 
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